THE CEGA FLEET
ATTACK - LAUNCH ALL EXOS - FROM LIGHTNING STRIKE SECOND EDITION COVER
PATHFINDER’S NARROW ESCAPE - FROM LIGHTNING STRIKE SECOND EDITION COVER
SPACE EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK COVER
PLAYERS HANDBOOK COVER
ACTION SCENES
TARGETING WYVERNS

FIRE FIGHT
RUN WYVERN RUN

THANKS FOR THE HAND
SEE YOU LATER

ZERO-G HAND GRIP MOVERS
YPRES IN COMBAT

COSMIC BILLARDS
LENNOX CLASS ABOVE JUPITER

HACHIMAN ABOVE VALHALLA SPACE STATION
HYDRA CLASS AREA DEFENSE BOAT

NARROW ESCAPE

WYVERN RELOAD
JUSTICE

KNOCKING ON THE DOOR
QUID PRO QUO

THE VENUSIAN WAY
RISING STAR

A FATHER’S LEGACY
JOURNEY OF THE CORPSE

CEGA NORTH AMERICA
CEGA FLEET

CALIFORNIA

CEGA EUROPE
RISE & FALL

CEGA BASES
POWER, PASSION AND TRAGEDY

THE THIRD WORLD WAR
CENTRAL EARTH GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION “CEGA”

THE NILE PROTECTORATES

NORTH AFRICA
THE JOVIAN CONFLICT

FLASHPOINTS
RESISTANCE AND RENAISSANCE

THE RESOURCE WARS
THE ASIAN NATIONS

ASIAN NIGHT LIFE
A HOPELESS RIOT

SOUTH AMERICAN BANDITS
SOUTH AMERICA’S INDEPENDENT STATES

STONE HEAD

FERAL DOGS
SEWER SHARK

VENUS - THE NEW EARTH
THE ART OF JOVIAN CHRONICLES

CHANGING A WORLD

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL

THE VENUS BANK
THAT SHOULD FIX IT

STAR-BOUND

VENUS FUNGAL HYBRIDS
ABOVE MERCURY

JOVIAN GEIERSBURG COLONY
THE GUN OF LU HSUN

WORLDS AWAY
MILITARY ACTION

WINGFIELD’S GOLD

THE MERCHANT GUILD
SOLAR FLARE

SPACE REPAIRS

MERCURY
JOVIAN COLONY ENTRANCE

COLONY INTERIOR
ELYSEE CAPITAL OF THE JOVIAN CONFEDERATION

JOVIAN COLONIES
MOVING SPACE CARGO

HEOROT COLONY
JOVIAN ARMOR WORKS
JOSHUA STATION ARMOR WORKS

EXO-BALL
GAP COLONY

ECONOMY AND TRADE
NATURE IN SPACE ON ZAGADKA COLONY

VANGUARD MOUNTAIN COLONY
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

COLONY NIGHT LIFE
CHILDHOOD IN THE COLONIES

ASTEROID COLONIES
SPACESHIP CONSTRUCTION

PASSENGER TRANSPORT
MARTIAN COLONY LIFE

FATHER, SON AND FAMILY DOG
SAKURA ATTACK
JOVIAN EXOS LAUNCH
SPACE SHIP
TECHNICAL VIEWS
THE ART OF JOVIAN CHRONICLES

JOVIAN ALEXANDER-CLASS DESTROYER SIDE VIEW
JOVIAN ALEXANDER-CLASS DESTROYER FRONT VIEW
JOVIAN FORGE-CLASS PATROL CARRIER SIDE VIEW
JOVIAN FORGE-CLASS PATROL CARRIER FRONT VIEW
JOVIAN YURI GAGARIN-CLASS FLEET TENDER SIDE VIEW
JOVIAN YURI GAGARIN-CLASS FLEET TENDER FRONT VIEW
JOVIAN CORSAIR-CLASS FRIGATE SIDE VIEW

JOVIAN CORSAIR-CLASS FRIGATE FRONT VIEW
JOVIAN LENNOX-CLASS CARGO FRONT VIEW
JOVIAN MAJESTIC-CLASS FLEET CARRIER SIDE VIEW
JOVIAN YPRES-CLASS BATTLESHIP FRONT VIEW
CEGA CONSTANTINOPLE-CLASS MARINE
ASSAULT VESSEL SIDE VIEW
CEGA CONSTANTINOPLE-CLASS MARINE
ASSAULT VESSEL FRONT VIEW
VENUS CHIEFTAIN-CLASS ESCORT CRUISER
SIDE VIEW
VENUS CHIEFTAIN-CLASS ESCORT CRUISER
FRONT VIEW
VENUS IMPERATOR-CLASS PATROL CRUISER
SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW
VENUS SATRAP-CLASS TRANSPORT/CARRIER
SIDE VIEW
VENUS TSAR-CLASS HEAVY CRUISER
FRONT VIEW
LENNOX TOP VIEW
MAJESTIC TOP VIEW
CHARACTERS
AFRICAN

AHMED AL-DUIN

ARCOLGY DWELLER
EVA SPECIALIST

EXO MARINE

FUNGAL TENDER
FREEDOM FIGHTER

GOFER

CAPTIAN LIM CHEEM-PIM
MOISE TSHOMBE

NAVAL ARCHITECT

NAVIGATOR
MASTER INSPECTOR AARON PETROVICH
RACERIDER
COMMANDER RACHEL TUPOU
GENERAL ROSA BOLIVARO

SHAABAN MWEWE

SLUM DWELLER
SOUTH AMERICAN

SPACE JUDGE

BOSUN
SPACE TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
MARS FEDERATION CITIZEN
MARS FREE REPUBLICAN
ALEXANDR ITANGRE

LT. ARIANA “ULULA” MORGENSTERN
SPECIAL AGENT JOSEPH ZAHID

COLONEL KARL LOTJONEN
NAVIGATOR

ACTUATOR SPECIALIST
AREA GUNNER

BOSUN
CAPTAIN

CHIEFTAIN FIGHTER PILOT
CHIEFTAIN HELMSMAN

CHIEFTAIN MORALE OFFICER
HUANG-TI DRONE TECH

HUANG-TI INTEL OFFICER
JOVIAN CAPTAIN

JOVIAN QUARTERMASTER
JOVIAN EVA SPECIALIST

JOVIAN DECK OFFICER
JOVIAN COMM OFFICER

JOVIAN CAPTAIN
JOVIAN HELMSMAN

JOVIAN SECURITY OFFICER
CEGA LIEUTENANT

JOVIAN MARINE
JOVIAN QUARTERMASTER

SATRAP CARGO OFFICER
SATRAP CORPORATE LIAISON

SATRAP DECK OFFICER
SHAN-YU ENGINEER

CEGA MAGISTRATE
JOVIAN STEWARD

TSAR EXO SUIT PILOT
TSAR GUNNERY OFFICER

TSAR PSYCHOLOGIST
EXOS, VEHICLES AND SPACECRAFT
CEGA WYVERN EXO

BACKPACK

MANIPULATOR

LEG THRUSTER ARRAY
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CEGA WYVERN EXO PARTS

HEAD WITH ARMOR REMOVED
HEAD

COCKPIT HATCH

3-M3 MISSILE

3MC-2 MISSILE CANISTER

CEGA WYVERN EXO PARTS
MERCURY BRIMSTONE EXO

HEAD

SHOULDER
VENUS RYU EXO

HEAD

SHOULDER
Rumble Buggy
LAUNCH

LANDING CUTTER
SPACE COLONY

BIRMINGHAM-CLASS CARRIER
BONGO ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE

RF-21 CHARGER TRANSORBITAL FIGHTER
SEAGULL AIR TRANSPORT

MARINE-CLASS CORVETTE
HYDRA-CLASS DEFENSE BOAT

ALEXANDER-CLASS DESTROYER
APPALACHIAN CARGO SHIP

WIGHT RECONNAISSANCE FIGHTER
BARRACUDA

CONSTANTINOPLE MARINE ASSAULT VESSEL
DETROIT CLASS FLEET SUPPORT SHIP

GAGARIN FLEET TENDER
HAMMERHEAD DREADNOUGHT

INTREPID TRANSPORT
MAJESTIC FLEET CARRIER

NARWHAL BOMBARD
YPRES BATTLESHIP

CH’IN DRONE BOAT
LENNOX CARGO SHIP

VINDICATOR WITH RAILGUN
SPACECRAFT
INTERIOR VIEWS
CORSAIR BRIDGE
EBIIRU CARGO HAULER

CARGO MODULE

INTERIOR VIEW
EBIIRU CARGO HAULER BRIDGE
ANOPHELESE MINING SHIP

ANOPHELESE WHITE ROOM
ANOPHELESE INTERNAL VIEW
HYDRA DEFENSE BOAT
AREA DEFENSE GUNNERY

HYDRA DEFENSE BOAT BRIDGE
CORSAIR TORPEDO ROOM

YPRES GUNNERY STATION
LENNOX GALLEY

CHIEFTAIN LAB BAY
FORGE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
YPRES DAMAGE CONTROL LOCKER

CORSAIR CREW CABIN
ALEXANDER MARINE EXO-SUIT BAY
FORGE HANGAR
INTREPID MAIN BAY
INTREPID AUXILIARY BAY MODULE
HUANG-TI DRONE PREP BAY

HUANG-TI CLOAK ROOM
HUANG-TI ANALYSIS ROOM
IMPERATOR BRIG
IMPERATOR DOWNTIME ROOM
BIRMINGHAM KKC TURRET CONTROL
IMPERATOR OFFICER’S QUARTERS

LENNOX LIFE SUPPORT NODE
CONSTANTINOPLE MARINE EXO-SUIT BAY
CONSTANTINOPLE MARINE COMMAND CENTER
ALEXANDER INVESTGATIONS CENTER
SHAN-YU DRONE STORAGE
SHAN-YU STRATEGIC OPERATIONS CENTER

SHAN-YU BRIDGE
HYDRA DEFENSE BOAT SICK BAY
TSAR CREW QUARTERS
TSAR ENGINE MONITORING ROOM

TSAR TARGETING CENTER
GAGARIN WORK BAY - PICTURE NEVER USED
MAJESTIC TRAFIC CONTROL CENTER
THE ART OF JOVIAN CHRONICLES

EARTH

CENTRAL EARTH GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
SHADOW OF CEGA
SOLAPOL
TO PROTECT
NOMADS
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MARS
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RYU EXOS ON PATROL